The effect of intensified nonverbal facilitation of swallowing on dysphagia after severe acquired brain injury: A randomised controlled pilot study
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Abstract

BACKGROUND: There is little high-level evidence for the effect of the nonverbal facilitation of swallowing on swallowing ability in the subacute stage of rehabilitation following severe acquired brain injury (ABI).

OBJECTIVE: To pilot test a randomised controlled trial to determine the effect of an intensification of the nonverbal facilitation of swallowing on dysphagia.

METHODS: Ten patients with severe ABI and dysphagia were randomised into two groups at a highly specialised neurorehabilitation clinic.

The intervention group received an intensification of the nonverbal facilitation of swallowing and the control group received basic care of the face and mouth in addition to treatment as usual for two sessions of 20 minutes per day for three weeks.

Outcomes were Functional Oral Intake Scale (FOIS), Penetration Aspiration Scale (PAS), and electrophysiological swallowing specific parameters (EMBI).

RESULTS: The intensified intervention was feasible. PAS and FOIS scores improved in both groups, with no differences between groups. The swallowing specific parameters reflected clinically observed changes in swallowing.

CONCLUSIONS: PAS and FOIS are feasible instruments to measure dysphagia. It is possible and valid to measure swallowing frequency and kinematics using electromyography and bioimpedance. The definitive study should have widened inclusion criteria and optimise intervention timing to maintain patient arousal.
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1. Introduction

Sixty-nine million (95% CI 64.74 million) individuals worldwide are estimated to sustain a traumatic brain injury (TBI) each year (Dewan et al., 2018).

The incidence of oropharyngeal dysphagia is reported to be as high as 93% in patients with severe TBI (Hansen, Larsen, & Engberg, 2008) at admission to sub-acute rehabilitation and 37–78% in patients after stroke (Martino et al., 2005). Dysphagia is a threat to eating and drinking safely in several populations putting patients at high risk of pneumonia (Martino et al., 2005; Morgan & Mackay, 1999; Woratyla, Morgan, Mackay, Bernstein, & Barba, 2002).
The rehabilitation of dysphagia frequently incorporates rehabilitative exercises, aiming to improve swallowing physiology in the long term (Langmore & Pisegna, 2015). There is limited evidence that interventions such as expiratory muscle strength training, the Mendelsohn Maneuver or Shaker exercise improve the symptoms of dysphagia (McCullough & Kim, 2013; Shaker et al., 2002; Troche et al., 2010). Furthermore, there is a paucity of evidence relating to the dosage and intensity of therapy required (Cabib et al., 2016; Langmore & Pisegna, 2015; Robbins et al., 2008). Since patients with severe acquired brain injury (ABI) suffer from serious perceptive, sensory, and cognitive disturbances, they are challenged to follow the therapist’s verbal guidance in executing these exercises (Cherney & Halper, 1996; Morgan & Mackay, 1999; Neumann, 1993). For patients with severe brain injury and other patients with neurological swallowing disorders, Coombes developed an interprofessional approach, the Facial-Oral Tract Therapy® (F.O.T.T.), for assessing and treating problems with safe swallowing, eating, oral hygiene, breathing, voice and articulation. This concept is a complex rehabilitation intervention and uses structured tactile input and nonverbal facilitation techniques to allow for effective function in meaningful daily life activities (Hansen & Jakobsen, 2010). F.O.T.T. aims to improve function that is as normal as possible with the goal of maximum participation. For description of the methods and techniques in F.O.T.T., see appendix.

There is, however, a lack of evidence about the active ingredients in F.O.T.T. (Hansen & Jakobsen, 2010). A pilot study investigated the effect of several interventions included in the F.O.T.T. concept on swallowing rate, alertness and swallowing ability in 10 patients with tracheostomy (Seidl, Nusser-Muller-Busch, Hollweg, Westhofen, & Ernst, 2007). Several interventions were used including positioning, oral stimulation, facilitation of swallowing, deflating and capping the tracheostomy tube. There was a statistically significant improvement in the outcome measures after an intervention period of three weeks. However, the sample was small, and the lack of a control group makes the results inconclusive.

From clinical experience, patients with severe ABI in the sub-acute stage, often show a pattern of “pumping-like” jaw movements before swallowing. The mandible moves rhythmically up and down in biting-like movements, the tongue moves anterio-posteriorly and sometimes the lips are open. It is described from patients with other neurological diagnoses, that when swallowing is preceded by “pumping-like” jaw movements, that laryngeal elevation is delayed, incomplete, or missing (Argolo, Sampaio, Pinho, Melo, & Nobrega, 2015; Daniels, 2000; Robbins, Levine, Maser, Rosenbek, & Kempster, 1993; Saito, Hayashi, Nakazawa, & Ota, 2016; Sonies, Parent, Morrish, & Baum, 1988; Veis & Logemann, 1985). This is contrary to healthy individuals, where the mandible remains stable during the pharyngeal stage of swallowing, allowing transport movements of the tongue and elevation and anterior movement of the hyoid bone and the larynx (Dodds, 1989; Palmer, Rudin, Lara, & Crompton, 1992; Shaw & Martino, 2013). Furthermore, a well-coordinated oral and pharyngeal stage contributes to a functional coordination between breathing and swallowing, which is important for protection of the airway (Bautista, Sun & Pilowsky, 2014). To address the lack of evidence for the effect of F.O.T.T. on swallowing ability and pumping like jaw movements, we decided to perform a definitive trial. In order to design this trial, we needed to investigate the feasibility of the intervention, recruitment rate, outcome measures and trial size. The primary objectives of this pilot study were therefore: 1) to estimate the recruitment rate based on the inclusion criteria and recruitment method, 2) to determine the feasibility of intensifying existing levels of F.O.T.T. in a clinical setting, 3) to determine the feasibility of administering the outcome measures, 4) to obtain preliminary data of effect size to inform estimates of sample size for a definitive trial.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Trial design

The study design is a pilot randomised controlled study.

2.2. Participants

We included patients between 18 and 65 years old admitted to our clinic with severe ABI (non-sedated Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) <9 (Teasdale & Jennett, 1974) within the first 24 hours at injury), with pumping jaw movements before swallowing saliva and clinical signs of dysphagia comprising wet voice, coughing after swallowing, low swallowing fre-
quency, salivation and gurgling breath sound. Patients had to score ≥3 on the Penetration-Aspiration Scale (PAS) (Rosenbek, Robbins, Roecker, Coyle, & Wood, 1996) assessed with Fiberoptic Endoscopic Evaluation of Swallowing (FEES) Langmore, 2017; Langmore, Schatz, & Olson, 1991) with at least one consistency or salivation. Exclusion criteria were formerly acquired or congenital brain damage, psychiatric diagnosis, a history of treatment for head- and neck cancer, the need for a tracheostomy tube or agitated behaviour. Since the patients were unable to give informed written consent due to their injury, informed written consent was obtained by proxy from close relatives and their General Practitioner.

The study was conducted in one of two highly-specialised departments for subacute neurorehabilitation for patients with severe ABI in Denmark. The department admits patients from the Eastern part of Denmark directly from the Intensive Care Unit as soon as they ventilate spontaneously. Patients with clinical signs of dysphagia were identified by the main investigator (DJ). The patients underwent an initial FEES examination. The main investigator performed the endoscopy whilst an occupational therapist or physician gave blue-coloured food consistencies to the patient. Swallowing of all the given consistencies was video recorded: saliva, six drops of fridge-cold water, apple sauce, moderately thickened and thin liquid; bread (pieces measuring 2 × 2 cm) with butter. Each consistency was given three times in the order above. No facilitation of swallowing was used during the FEES procedure. Patients who scored 3 or worse on the PAS with at least one consistency were included. If patients scored 7 or 8 on the PAS, the examination was terminated to prevent further aspiration.

2.3. Interventions

All participants were scheduled to receive 30 treatments over a period of three weeks (two treatments daily) in addition to their daily rehabilitation program, which included F.O.T.T. Each treatment consisted of a 10 minute rest period followed by a 20 minute intervention and a further 10 minute rest. During rests, patients were positioned in a neutral side lying position (Pickenbrock, Ludwig, Zapf, & Dressler, 2015).

The experimental treatment in the intervention group used the F.O.T.T. concept (Hansen & Jakobesen, 2010) (appendix) with patients positioned in side lying, half sitting or sitting, depending on which position optimised the patient’s ability to swallow.

In the control group, the rest and treatment periods were the same, but the treatment comprised stimulating activities in the facial oral tract similar to those of the intervention group but without facilitation of swallowing or verbal request to swallow.

2.4. Outcomes

We recorded demographics for the patients comprising age, gender, diagnosis, days from injury to inclusion, GCS and Early Functional Abilities Score (EFA) (Hankemeier & Rollnik, 2015; Heck G Schmidt T. Neurol Rehabil. 2000;6:125–33., 2000; Stubbs, Pullesen, Pedersen, & Nielsen, 2014). The EFA Scale represents abilities within vegetative, orofacial, sensorimotor and cognitive functions (Stubbs et al., 2014).

Functional Oral Intake Scale (FOIS) (Crary, Mann, & Groher, 2005) scores were collected at baseline and the end of the intervention by the relevant staff who treated the patient daily. The FOIS is an ordinal scale that reflects the functional oral intake of patients with dysphagia. FOIS has been validated in 302 patients after stroke and found to have an adequate interrater reliability, validity and sensitivity to change over time (Crary et al., 2005).

Severity of dysphagia was evaluated by FEES-examination using the PAS since this is a standard tool in the field of dysphagia rehabilitation (Rosenbek et al., 1996) FEES is considered to be suitable for patients with severe neurological diseases (Langmore, 2017) The PAS has an acceptable to excellent intra- and interrater reliability (Butler, Markley, Sanders, & Stuart, 2015; Colodny, 2002). The same examination protocol used at inclusion was repeated at the end of the intervention.

Swallowing frequency and swallowing specific parameters comprising maximum laryngeal elevation, speed of laryngeal elevation and the frequency of pumping jaw movements were measured using the Electromyography-Bioimpedance Measurement System (EMBI) (Schultheiss, Schauer, Nahrstaedt, & Seidl, 2013, 2014). Bioimpedance is reduced with increase in larynx height and can therefore be used as an expression of the relative speed of laryngeal elevation (in ohm/s) and the height of laryngeal elevation (in ohm/s). Measurements were made using AMBU Blue Sensor ECK surface electrodes, Ref.
N-00-S/25 positioned bilaterally on the processus mastoideus and the submental/suprahyoidal muscles. A reference electrode was positioned on the cheek-bone (Schultheiss et al., 2014). Data was collected during both the rest and intervention periods of the treatment session. The occupational therapist used a hand switch device to record all observed spontaneous or facilitated swallows. This was necessary to validate that the measured changes in EMG and bioimpedance related to swallowing and not to other movements such as head-turning.

A record was kept of the number of interventions administered over the three-week intervention period to each patient and barriers to intensification of the intervention where the intervention plan could not be achieved. The inclusion date for the patients was also recorded to give an indication of the potential patient flow in a definitive trial.

2.5. Sample size

The sample size for the study was determined by the rate of patient inclusion. The study had resources to include patients in an 18-month period.

2.6. Randomisation

The participants were randomised to an intervention or a control group. Twenty sealed and numbered envelopes were prepared from a randomisation performed using MATLAB 2012b (Mathworks, Natick, USA) code by a third party. Upon patient inclusion, the principal investigator responsible for including the patients opened the envelope with the randomisation code and was subsequently no longer blinded to intervention groups. The randomisation was generated to produce a distribution of 1:1 between groups.

It was agreed that the intervention should be stopped if patients were unable to receive treatment for a period greater than 72 hours, for example due to infection, or if they could not comply with the protocol, for example due to restlessness or agitated behaviour.

2.7. Blinding

The researchers responsible for analysis of the swallowing specific parameters and the specialist in otorhinolaryngology (ROS) scoring the PAS were blinded to group allocation together with the patient’s primary therapists, who scored EFA and FOIS. The patients and their relatives, the main investigator and the occupational therapists conducting the intervention were not blinded, due to the nature of the interventions.

2.8. Statistical methods

Data concerning recruitment rate are presented as simple summary statistics. Feasibility of the intervention is presented as number of dropouts and number of treatments given.

For analysis of the scores from the PAS, we used the lowest scores from each consistency. Since most of the patients were not able to eat bread or drink thin liquid safely, we had missing data for these consistencies. Missing data for thin liquid was replaced by the scores from six drops of blue coloured water as the consistency was the same and only the volume differed.

Data was exported from the EMBI system for the analysis of the swallowing specific parameters. Number of swallows in the pre-treatment, treatment and post-treatment phases were normalised to time by calculating the number per minute for each patient.

Non-parametric statistical analysis was used throughout due to the low number of patients included and data type. We performed exploratory statistics on our primary outcomes. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used to determine intra-group differences in FOIS and PAS from baseline to end of intervention, Mann Whitney U-tests were used to test for significant inter-group differences in change scores in PAS and FOIS.

Exploratory data analysis was performed on swallowing frequency and swallowing specific parameters in preintervention, intervention and post intervention and the data presented in box plots.

Data was analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Values are presented as median and interquartile range. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

The study was approved by the Danish Capital Region Ethical Committee, registration number: H-2–2013–162 and by the Danish Data Protection Agency registration number: GLO-2014–20, I-Suite no: 02741. All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.
3. Results

We included a total of 10 patients during the project period. There were no significant differences between groups in age, days to inclusion, EFA or GCS at baseline. There were more males in the control group than the intervention group. GCS and EFA scores show that the included patients were severely brain damaged (Table 1).

Participants were enrolled over a period of 32 months. There were periods of several months where we were unable to include patients. Patients, that otherwise would have met the inclusion criteria for pumping jaw movements and PAS-score worse than 3, could not be included due to restlessness and/ or agitated behaviour, prevalent in patients in the sub-acute stage following severe ABI. These patients would not have tolerated the positioning required for measuring and intervention and they would not have tolerated the electrodes for the EMBI measurement.

Written consent was obtained for all patients fulfilling the inclusion- and exclusion criteria, no patients withdrew from the study and there were no dropouts. The intensified intervention was feasible, one patient received the target of 30 additional treatments, one received 29, two received 27 and one received 25. The reasons for missing treatment were increased agitation or motor restlessness, deterioration of medical conditions? And the transfer to another department for a single patient due to hydrocephalus.

The intervention with two extra treatments per day was very intensive for the patients, who often seemed tired. It was a challenge to incorporate the intensified treatment in an interprofessional setting whilst ensuring that the patient had adequate rest.

Table 2 shows the changes in the Penetration Aspiration Scale and Functional Oral Intake Scale for both groups. There were no significant differences in score changes between groups in these outcomes.

There was a reduction in the mean value for maximum laryngeal elevation in the control group throughout the treatment (negative outcome) whereas it increased in the intervention group during facilitation when compared to the pre- and post-treatment periods (positive outcome) (Fig. 1a).

The median speed of laryngeal elevation during swallows fell during treatment and post-treatment in the control group (negative outcome), whereas it increased in the intervention group during treatment (positive outcome) compared with the pre- and post-treatment periods. (Fig. 1b).

Median swallowing frequency increased in both groups during treatment (positive outcome) compared with the pre- and post-treatment phases (Fig. 1c).

Median pumping frequency increased in both groups during treatment (negative outcome) but more greatly in the control group (Fig. 1d).

There were no observed adverse events as a result of the intervention but there was an adverse reaction.
Table 2
Evaluation of swallowing by Penetration Aspiration Scale and Functional Oral Intake Scale at baseline and end of intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control group (n = 5)</th>
<th>Intervention group (n = 5)</th>
<th>P-value within group</th>
<th>P-value between groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>Baseline 3(3;3)</td>
<td>End of intervention 2(1;3)</td>
<td>Change 2 (0.5;2)</td>
<td>P-value 0.0833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple sauce</td>
<td>Baseline 1(1:1)</td>
<td>End of intervention 1(1:1)</td>
<td>Change 0 (–0.5;0.5)</td>
<td>P-value 1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickened liquid</td>
<td>Baseline 1(1:1)</td>
<td>End of intervention 1(1:1)</td>
<td>Change 0 (–3;1.5)</td>
<td>P-value 0.8759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin liquid</td>
<td>Baseline 6(3;6)</td>
<td>End of intervention 3(1;3)</td>
<td>Change 3 (0;4)</td>
<td>P-value 0.1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Baseline 10(8;13)</td>
<td>End of intervention 6(4;8)</td>
<td>Change 4 (–2;7.5)</td>
<td>P-value 0.2185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOIS</td>
<td>Baseline 2(2;2)</td>
<td>End of intervention 2(2;2)</td>
<td>Change 0 (–0.5;0)</td>
<td>P-value 0.3173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All data are presented as median and IQR; PAS: Penetration Aspiration Scale; FOIS: Functional Oral Intake Scale; *: p < 0.05.

Fig. 1. (a) Maximum laryngeal elevation during swallows; (b) Speed of laryngeal elevation; (c) Swallowing frequency; (d) Pumping frequency.

in the form of increased patient fatigue during some of the interventions. There were no important changes to methods following trial commencement.

4. Discussion

This study has provided evidence that PAS and FOIS are both feasible outcome measures to measure dysphagia in a definitive study. The study also demonstrated that it is possible to measure swallowing frequency and swallowing specific parameters using the EMBI system in patients with severe acquired brain damage, that are not restless or agitated. The inclusion criteria and organisational restraints limited the inclusion rate to three patients a year, which was considerably lower than anticipated. The study has additionally shown that intensifying therapy with
two treatments a day is challenging both in terms of organization, but also in terms of patient fatigue and changing arousal.

One of the principal reasons explaining the slow inclusion rate was a lack of patients that met the inclusion criteria. It would improve patient inclusion if the inclusion criteria were widened by removing the age limit and patients were included at multiple centres.

The intensification of treatment proved to be challenging both from an organizational perspective, but also from a patient perspective. The organizational challenge could be met by finding financial and human resources to provide the intensified therapy, for example during weekends and evenings. The greatest challenge is however to ensure that the patient has a high enough arousal level to benefit from the intensified therapy. Patients with severe ABI suffer from low and fluctuating arousal due to disorders of consciousness (Giacino, Fins, Laureys, & Schiff, 2014) that may inhibit or prevent motor learning (Goldfine & Schiff, 2011). Level of consciousness may confound the relationship between the amount of exercise and functional swallowing recovery.

We were able to administer the outcome measures on all patients that were included in the project. The only missing data were due to a faulty cable in the EMBI system for a single patient. FOIS and EFA require knowledge of the patient to make valid scores. This was not always the case, due to sick leave or vacation of the primary therapist and may have affected the data quality. The PAS assessment using FEES is acknowledged as gold standard for the evaluation of oropharyngeal dysphagia. Due to the invasive nature of the endoscopic examination, this outcome was only used at baseline and at the end of the intervention. A single measure, however, can vary according to the patient’s daily context and arousal and a definitive study would need to control for the patient’s level of arousal. There is some evidence, that the body position and the swallowing of different consistencies do influence swallowing specific parameters (Schultheiss, Wolter, Schauer, Nahraudaet, & Seidl, 2015). Even though, the EMBI was feasible and robust in terms of patient positioning, two of the patients had difficulties staying in the neutral side lying resting position, due to muscle tone and respiratory issues. Measures made using the EMBI system in the two rest periods with different positioning may not be comparable.

The FOIS scores showed little change in few participants during the study. A scale of this type reflects relevant changes in abilities in daily life activities but would require a substantial increase in the sample size to achieve statistical significance. An adequately powered definitive randomised trial could implement this score as it more broadly reflects eating function (Crary et al., 2005). Participants in this study had more severe perceptive, cognitive and sensorimotor problems than patients with stroke in the FOIS sensitivity study (Crary et al., 2005) which may explain the relatively smaller changes in the FOIS score in this study.

The total PAS scores improved in both groups during the study period and was significantly different from baseline in the intervention group. Despite no published studies of sensitivity for this measure, it seemed to be sensitive to changes in this study. Whether the PAS is helpful in describing and measuring the severity of airway invasion when swallowing saliva or consistencies has been questioned for several reasons (Steele & Grace-Martin, 2017). The PAS produces a score for each consistency. Using only the worst scores increases the risk of skewing the score, whereas the mean value does not reflect the distribution of the scores. Furthermore, the question has been raised, whether it is more dangerous for the patient to have a PAS score of 3, where penetrated material remains above the vocal folds without being expelled (and thereby the risk for subsequent aspiration), or a score of 6, where an aspiration is followed by a subsequent effective cough. Despite these challenges in interpreting the PAS scores, this measure together with FEES remains the best available clinical tool to measure aspiration and penetration and, in the light of this study, will be a prioritised choice of secondary outcome in a future definitive study.

The swallowing specific parameters show a tendency for the swallowing frequency, the maximum elevation of larynx and the speed of laryngeal elevation to improve within the intervention group during the intervention phase. Furthermore, the frequency of pumping jaw movements during intervention decreased. These results appear to reflect the clinical experience of the facilitation of swallowing and these measures therefore seem to be valid in quantifying swallowing kinematics non-invasively. Future studies should investigate the relationship of these parameters to aspiration and penetration risk in patients with brain injury and whether there is a solid learning effect of the intervention reflected in an increase in eating ability measured using FOIS at a 3-month follow-up.
A controlled study in a population of patients with severe ABI in an intensive rehabilitation clinic is very challenging. The patients in our study reflected the heterogeneous nature of this patient population with varying diagnoses, symptoms and severities. All patients were medicated with pharmaceutics that can potentially influence arousal, tone and production of saliva, which might have influenced the swallowing ability frequency. Their ability to swallow may also vary due to other factors such as infections and level of consciousness. Some of the challenges of creating matched groups in a randomised design could be met using stratification techniques, but the greatest challenge in working with this patient group is the extent to which the intervention can be controlled in a sub-acute clinical setting.
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Appendix: The F.O.T.T.® concept

The F.O.T.T. approach was developed by Kay Coombes, a speech and language therapist in the UK http://www.arcs.org.uk/services/professional-training/what-is-f-o-t-t. It is a structured way to assess and treat problems in patients with neurogenic problems concerning four areas: Swallowing of saliva/eating and drinking, oral hygiene, breathing–voice – speech movements and facial expression. F.O.T.T. is an interprofessional concept and involves the patient’s relatives and helpers. The aim of F.O.T.T. is to integrate function and movement into daily life situations, which are relevant for the individual.

The treatment aims to provide patients with experiences of movement and meaningful tactile information in a stimulating daily life context. The goal is to reintegrate lost or impaired functions on the basis of motor learning. The concept is described more detailed by Nusser Müller Busch [1] and Hansen and Jakobsen [2].

List of therapeutic interventions in F.O.T.T.

- Creating an environment that enables the patient to respond as optimally to the treatment as possible (e.g. surroundings for the treatment, furniture, assistive devices, objects used in treatment)
- Moving and positioning the patient, facilitation of optimal alignment for breathing, swallowing and (non)-verbal communication and protection of the airway
- Integration of the hands (hand-hand, hand-eye and hand-mouthcoordination in daily life context to provide helpful sensory input to the patient
- Specific tactile oral stimulation
- Facilitation of dynamic stability in the body, and for the lower jaw for functional oral movements
- Use of small amounts of food/liquid for therapeutic eating, to facilitate oral and pharyngeal transport movements
- Support breathing, phonation and protective reactions for the lower airway
- Specific facilitation of facial movements, swallowing, oral transport movements and movements relevant for oral hygiene and speech

Description of the interventions used for the treatment group

The treatment in the intervention group was conducted by means of the F.O.T.T. concept. Patients were facilitated as often as possible to swallow saliva or small amounts of cold, pureed food or thickened drink, over a period of maximum 20 minutes. Facilitation of swallowing aimed to achieve swallowing with a stable mandible instead of pumping jaw movements and a helpful position of the tongue for oropharyngeal transport. Patients were never asked to swallow. Food or drink was used when the occupational therapist considered it to be safe following the criteria: sufficient postural control for sitting or half sitting position in neutral position (using LIN®), swallowing saliva and sufficient protection of the airway in case of aspiration.

In patients, who showed pumping jaw movements without a subsequent swallow, the goal was to facilitate a swallow after the pumping.

Positioning

The patient was positioned in an optimal position with respect to arousal and postural control. To standardize positioning, the LiN®-method was used, where the patient’s body sections are aligned in a neutral position. Neutral position (“0” degrees) is defined as the position of the joints in an upright standing person (3). Patients can be positioned with that method in supine, side lying, sitting and prone. To keep the alignment of the body in the chosen position, the patient is supported with pillows, towels, bedsheets and bedcovers. The goal is to improve the patient’s mobility and facilitate active movements, by holding muscles at resting length. The assumption in the LiN®-method is that the chance to create muscle activity is greatest, when the muscles are at their optimal length. LiN® aims to avoid complications such as decubitus and contracture. Stabilizing the patient with soft material, adapted to the shape of his body, makes him feel comfortable and safe (https://lin-arge.de) (3). The risk of aspiration was also considered when positioning. Side lying position was preferred, when the patient was at a high risk of aspirating saliva. Here, saliva could be removed from the cheek by the therapist, before it ran towards the pharynx. Half sitting in bed or sitting on the edge of the bed was used when the patient had enough postural control and vegetative stability to cope with a less
supported position, and when small amounts of apple sauce or thickened liquid was used for the treatment (therapeutic eating).

**Facilitation of swallowing**

Facilitation of swallowing is a method in F.O.T.T. that aims to modulate the swallowing reaction and encourage motor learning of functional movement sequences. Facilitation in this context means to give the patient helpful, nonverbal input by specific handling, to make a movement necessary or possible, or let it happen. The facilitation aims to stabilize the head and the jaw and help the tongue to come in a functional position for oral and pharyngeal transport movements. There are several ways of facilitating swallowing, depending on the underlying causes for missing initiation of the swallow or the abnormal pattern of movement. Typically, the therapist would support the patient’s head and the mandible and try from the outside of the floor of the mouth to move the front of the tongue upwards towards the hard palate, or the back of the tongue towards the soft palate to initiate swallowing. Another variation is when the therapist gives sensory input by moving the tongue carefully dorso-cranially, with the fingers placed on the floor of the mouth. In this way, the posterior part of the tongue in the pharynx and the vallecular space is moved. Here, there are often remains of saliva or food/drink in patients that do not have clear-swallows due to hyposensibility in the pharynx. This intervention might help the patient to detect the remains and respond with a swallow. The facilitation of swallowing was embedded as much as possible in a meaningful everyday life context for the patient, such as oral hygiene or eating/drinking. The context was created and matched to the patient’s needs and abilities.

Other possibilities to facilitate swallowing could be to change the patient’s position, aiming to move remains of saliva in the pharynx, that have not been detected by the patient (fading out).

Furthermore, the therapist uses the patient’s expiration or phonation to disturb remainsof saliva in the pharynx with the possibility of stimulating a swallowing response.

**Context for the facilitation of swallowing**

For the treatment in the intervention group, the therapist could choose to facilitate swallowing within/ during the following F.O.T.T. interventions:

- Oral stimulation, including involving the patient’s hands and face
- Mobilisation/activation of the tongue
  - Therapeutic eating, defined as: An offer of small amounts apple sauce or liquid, with modified consistency, if necessary, in a situation that is controlled by the therapist, to work on the patient’s problems in the swallowing sequence (e.g. lack of oral/pharyngeal sensibility, dis-coordinated tongue movements). Therapeutic eating could be chewing food as e.g. a piece of apple, wrapped in wet gauze, licking a small

![Fig. 1. Direction of the therapist fingers to influence tongue position from the outside of the floor of the mouth.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Facilitation to swallow on the floor of the mouth, combined with a grip that provides jaw-support (healthy model).](image2)
amount of apple sauce from the lips, or eating a small amount from a teaspoon or drinking small amounts of liquid from a glass or cup. To use therapeutic eating, the therapist had to confirm that the patient could protect the airway sufficiently in case of aspiration.

- Support breathing, phonation and protective reactions such as coughing or clearing the throat
- Structured and therapeutic oral hygiene with focus on the swallowing reactions.
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